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ALBA, 
SUENA EL MEGAFONO, 
HA SALIDO EL SOL, 
OBREROS CAMINANDO HACIA SUS CASAS*

Alba, suena el megáfono, ha salido el sol, obreros caminando hacia sus casas was realized by 
the artist while in a residency, last april 2019, at the Dedazo Art Residency, in Mexico, Chiapas, in 
a small village : Carrillo Puerto. It’s an on-site mural project, built around notions of cycle, 
importance of the sun and the unique connection that the Mayas civilizations maintained with 
death. 

This project is a way to highlight, through the sun’s cycle, the great difference of consideration in 
relation to death, between occidental and meso-american civilization, that the artist could see 
during her stay in Mexico, and while she was doing researches at the residency. In meso-
american tradition, death is an honor : an offering to the gods, they play and fight to be sacrificed, 
particularly during their famous ball game. Death is seen as something positive, and it seems to 
still be the case today, as the artist could see while visiting Carillo Puerto’s cemetery. Located at 
the top of a mountain, looking towards the horizon, it is full of bright and intense colors. It looks 
joyful in comparison with the ones there are in Europe. 

The mural is set and built according to the sun’s cycle and its implications in the residency’s 
space. It is situated where the sun casts its last rays. During raining season, the sun’s light 
becomes orange and plays with our perception of the painting, altering its colors, highlighting its 
evolutionary and ephemeral nature. 

Alba, suena el megáfono, ha salido el sol, obreros caminando hacia sus casas embodies the 
sun’s «little death» that renews itself everyday : in its birth resides its death. The painting is also 
an hommage to the tropical way of life of Carrillo Puerto’s inhabitants, and their constructions and 
agricultural activities. Around the painting, the artist pricked out plants and palm trees from the 
residency’s garden, allowing the artwork to be part of its environment.

The pyramidal structure of the composition recalls the volcano Tacana’s topography that is 
overlooking Carrillo Puerto, located at the border between Mexico and Guatemala. 
Yellow, pink and red tones on the wall painting can suggest Tacana’s lava as well as flesh. 
Drawing a line to Mayas temples where the sacrificed bodies were throwed in, the mural could be 
seen as a «volcano of flesh».

The artist is pursuing her reasearches around paint’s texture in relation to skin’s texture,   while 
working with a new frame - the wall - and playing with its physical characteristics. The wall then 
becomes an important aspect of the painting work : contrasts appear between opaque areas with 
saturated colors and almost translucent areas where the wall’s cracks are surfacing. The low part 
of the painting was inspired by glyphs - maya’s traditional writing calendar system, but the 
shapes got transformed by the wall’s absorption of the oil paint, and are now closer to an abstract 
representation of volcano lava (like said above).

Red, omnipresent in this mural, evokes its meso-american symbolic : it is blood’s color, the liquid 
of life, but it also designates dawn ; its pigment was sometimes used to paint dead bodies. 

*english translation : Dawn, Megaphone rings, Sun is rising, Workers walking home


